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Film production role 1 Cinematographer  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 1/4

Comments

This candidate fails to state clear filmmaker intention, restricting the mark to band 1. The 
candidate does identify the genre and influences but does not connect this to any filmmaker 
intentions. The candidate demonstrates some knowledge of chosen film production role. 
There is minimal reflection and no evaluation. The work evidences the following command 
term in the portfolio pages: Outline.

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 1/4

Comments

There is minimal effort demonstrated here. The student presents four shots which are very 
similar, including stills. It is challenging for the assessor to get a sense of the candidates’ 
ability in this amount of time. The stop motion has potential (although maybe not the best 
role to evidence this work), but it is too short to assess.

Film production role 2 Director  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 1/4

Comments

There is a clear filmmaker intention indicated here, stating a clear goal around 
characterization of stereotypes. Most of the discussion centres on art direction which is 
outlined in detail. The candidate does not give a clear understanding of the overall film 
production role of director. The work evidences the following command term in the portfolio 
pages: Outline.

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 1/4

Comments

There is a repeat of shots from role 1 (which is acceptable as long as entire reel is not the 
same). The candidate does not demonstrate an understanding of film language. The actors 
make good use of props but it is unclear of the level of planning or intention here. This is 
rudimentary work.

Film production role 3 Costume  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 1/4

Comments

The portfolio pages do not state a clear filmmaker intention. This work is very descriptive 
with too much focus on the plot. The candidate does provide a very good description 
of colours and their creative meaning. There is evidence of creative exploration and 
understanding here but the lack of filmmaker intentions and reflection makes it impossible 
for the candidate to reach a higher mark band. The work evidences the following command 
term in the portfolio pages: Outline.

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 2/4



Film teacher support material 2

Commentary

Comments
This is an excellent film. The attention to colour and costume is evident and supports the 
pages well. The film is excellent, and the costume design is adequate.

General 
commentary 

This portfolio demonstrated minimal effort and very weak 
understanding of the inquiry cycle or film language. The candidate 
focuses on specific elements of various roles well but does not 
really demonstrate an overall understanding of any particular film 
production role. Clear intentions were not stated consistently. 
Additional exercises that demonstrated fundamental film language 
and techniques for a role would have benefited this candidate.

Total

Mark
7/24


